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Donatella Castelli is Head of InfraScience, Gregory J. Gordon holds dual roles for Elsevier;
Infrastructures for Science Laboratory within the
Institute of Information Science and
Technologies "Alessandro Faedo" - ISTI, an
Institute of the National Research Council of
Italy, CNR. She has been the principal
investigator of several European and
International funded projects on digital libraries
and
data
e-Infrastructures,
acquiring
considerable experience in these domains. In
particular, she has been the Technical Director
of the sequence of projects that have
contributed to the building of OpenAIRE, the
Open Access Infrastructure for Research in
Europe. She is currently the Italian member of
the Commission Board of National Reference
Point for Scientific Information and the CNR
representative in the EOSC Association. She is
also the scientific director of the D4Science data
infrastructure. Her scientific interests are
centered on data modeling, data interoperability, and data infrastructures.
donatella.castelli@isti.cnr.it

Managing Director of SSRN and Knowledge
Lifecycle Management. SSRN is a leading Open
Access multi-disciplinary online repository
focused on providing Tomorrow’s Research
Today for early-stage scholarly research. In May
2016 SSRN joined Elsevier and has grown to 70
discipline-based research networks with close to
1,000,000 papers from more than 500,000
authors and users have downloaded over
150,000,000 papers to date. The Knowledge
Lifecycle role looks at how content should flow
between different product silos and bridge the
gap between Elsevier and other organizations.
Prior to helping Michael C. Jensen found SSRN in
1994, Gregg started his career at KPMG and
worked at or founded entrepreneurial
companies in technology and health care. Gregg
regularly speaks around the world and writes
about scholarly research and the changes
needed to create innovative research faster. He
co-authored Standards and Infrastructure for
Innovation Data Exchange, Science, and The
Question of Data Integrity in Article-Level
Metrics, PLOS Biology, and gave a TEDx talk,
Trust to the Power of One, in May 2019.
Gregg@ssrn.com

